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An ancient prediction will rock the modern world... 

Almost six thousand years ago � before the wheel, before paper � sages predicted that in the 6th part of the 6th
millennium humanity would begin to tap into a well of infinite wisdom. The prediction was recorded in the Zohar,
an ancient 13th century writing containing the words of sages from millennia past.

�My idea was to create a story where the key to reality is buried within the plain text of ancient lore that has
withstood the test of time, yet is continually debunked by modernity on the basis of being irrelevant to our day.

I have often wondered as to how the Prime Mover would reveal the secrets that would help humanity make
sense of it all. Why not embed these secrets in coded form with the plain text of simple stories which are

understandable across the millennia, and whose more complex message can only be revealed with increasing
technological sophistication as humanity evolves?� says author John.

Hazael, his grandfather Aaron and a Buddhist monk Vajrayogini dedicate their lives to studying and analyzing
mathematical structures within these texts, certain that at a point in time sophisticated computers will be able to
produce coherent patterns of information that will resolve into a beautifully simple explanation of our raison d�etre.
At the point where some clarity becomes apparent, Vajrayogini co-opts two additional mathematicians, Jewish and
Muslim, to help them fast track the project. Their groundbreaking work is to air publicly for the first time at an
international conference in Jerusalem. But is the world ready for what the texts have to say?

Fragment of Truth is a thrilling work of adult fiction that begins in 1948 but concerning the present day and the
imminent future. 

JOHN DAVIES is an electronics engineer specialising in telecommunication. He is the CEO and owner and now Chairman of Global
Telecom �Pty� Ltd, South Africa. His first book was published in 1995 by Robert Hale and sold over 3,000 copies.
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